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Abstract
This paper aims at assessing the role of the United States in the global economy and 
its evolution over time. The emergence of large economic players, like China, is likely 
to have weakened the role of the U.S. economy as a driver of global growth. Based on 
a Global VAR modelling approach, this paper shows first that the transmission of 
U.S. cyclical developments to the rest of the world tends to fluctuate over time but 
remains large overall. Second, although the size of the spillovers might have 
decreased in the most recent periods, the effects of changes in U.S. economic activity 
seem to have become more persistent. Actually, the increasing economic integration 
at the world level is likely to have fostered second-round and third-market effects, 
making U.S. cyclical developments more global. Finally, the slightly decreasing role 
of the U.S. has been accompanied by an increasing importance of third players. 
Regional integration might have played a significant role by giving more weights to 
non-U.S. trade partners in the sensitivity of the various economies to their 
international environment. 
Keywords: International transmission of shocks, Business cycle, Global VAR 
(GVAR).
JEL Classification: E32, E37, F41. 5
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Figure 1 – US real GDP growth rates (detrended) and common component of rest of 
the world growth rates (detrended) 




















Common components (Non-US) US
Source: Authors’ computation 
Note: Common component is the first principal component derived from a pool of 25 non-US 
economies






































































Source: IMF Direction of Trade Statistics.36
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Note: Dotted lines indicate 95% bias-corrected bootstrap confidence intervals.  37
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Note: Dotted lines indicate 95% bootstrap confidence intervals. 38
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Figure 5 - Impulse response functions of a 1% shock to US real GDP on US and euro 















last quarter of sample estimate
Generalized IR of US GDP  to shock on US GDP 
































last quarter of sample estimate
Generalized IR of EA GDP  to shock on US GDP 
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Figure 5 (cont’d) -  Impulse response functions of a 1% shock to US real GDP on UK 
















last quarter of sample estimate
Generalized IR of UK GDP  to shock on US GDP 
































last quarter of sample estimate
Generalized IR of JP GDP  to shock on US GDP 
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Figure 5 (cont’d) - Impulse response functions of a 1% shock to US real GDP on 















last quarter of sample estimate
Generalized IR of CA GDP  to shock on US GDP 

































last quarter of sample estimate
Generalized IR of OD GDP  to shock on US GDP 
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Figure 5 (cont’d) - Impulse response functions of a 1% shock to US real GDP on 

















last quarter of sample estimate
Generalized IR of AS GDP  to shock on US GDP 

































last quarter of sample estimate
Generalized IR of LA GDP  to shock on US GDP 
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